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31. Introduction 
LET K be a C W-complex and A a pathwise-connected H-space. The set n(K, A) of homotopy 
classes of mappings from K into A inherits a binary operation from the multiplication on At. 
In his paper [lo] James shows that n(K, A), together with this binary operation, forms an 
algebraic loop. By a homotopy loop we mean any loop which arises in this way. n(K, A) 
is a functor of two variables into the category of loops and homomorphisms; it is contra- 
variant in the first variable which ranges over the category of CW-complexes and mappings 
between them, and it is covariant in the second variable which ranges over the category of 
H-spaces and H-maps. When K is a sphere Sq, n(K, A) reduces to the homotopy group 
z,(A). Generally however, the structure of the homotopy loop depends on the multiplication 
on A as well as the space itself. 
First we study the nilpotency of n(K, A) when either K or A is of finite Lusternik- 
Schnirelmann category. A theory of nilpotency for loops has been developed by Bruck 
(Chapter I of [2]), and we recall the necessary details in 92. Central nilpotency and the 
weaker nuclear nilpotency are the only types of nilpotency considered. In $5 we prove 
the theorems: 
THEOREM (1.1). Let wcat K < n and let A be an arbitrary H-space. Then n(K, A) is a 
loop which is centrally nilpotent of class <n - 1 and n&early nilpotenf of class <[n/2]. 
THEOREM (1.2). Let X be an arbitrary space and A an H-space with cat A < n. Then 
x(X, A) is a loop such that any subloop generated by m elements is centrally nilpotent of class 
<m(n - 1) and nuclearfy &potent of class <[(m(n - 1) + 1)/2]. 
The main part of the paper is concerned with the loop n(K, A), where K is a product of 
spheres. In 47, following [IO] and [17], we define a homomorphism 
r&0 0 n,(A) + n,+,(A) 
which is trivial when the multiplication on A is homotopy-commutative. Fox has shown 
that, when the multiplication on A is homotopy-associative, the group structure of n(K, A) 
t We work in the category of spaces with basepoints. Both maps and homotopies are required to respect 
basepoints. The basepoint in a product space is the product of the basepoints, and the basepoint in a CW- 
complex is a O-cell. 
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is determined by this homomorphism ((9.5) of [5]). Here we analyse the situation further by 
means of an algorithmic collecting process described in $3. In $8, following [lo], we define 
a homomorphism 
n,(A) 0 n,(A) 0 x,(4 -+ n,+,+,(d) 
which is trivial if the multiplication on A is homomotopy-associative. The two homo- 
morphisms determine the loop structure of x(P x Sq x s’, A). 
We apply the foregoing theory to two situations. In 99 we show that any multiplication 
on a sphere satisfies the Moufang law (x.y)(:..~) = (x(Y.-_))_Y up to homotopy. An alter- 
native proof of a result of Loibel [12] concerning multiplications on products of spheres is 
given in $10, and $11 is devoted to a partial treatment of multiplications on S3 x S’. 
Finally we study the realizability of groups as 7t(K, A), where A is a pathwise-connected 
topological group. Any central semi-split extension is realizable with K a product of spheres 
and A a loop-space. On the other hand, we show that the symmetric group on n letters is not 
realizable if n > 3. 
I am extremely grateful to Dr. I. M. James for encouragement and criticism, and to the 
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research for a grant. 
ALGEBRAIC PRELIMINARIES 
$2. Loop Nilpotency 
In this section we recall the definition of central and nuclear nilpotency for loops from 
Chapter I of [2]. Central nilpotency measures the extent to which a loop fails to be an 
abelian group, while nuclear nilpotency deals only with the deviation from the associative 
law. 
A Ioop is a set M with a binary operation, written multiplicatively, such that 
(i) there exists an identity element e in M satisfying e.a = a.e = n for all n in M 
(2.1) 
(ii) the equations ,~.a = b, a.y = b admit a unique pair of solutions X, y in M(a, b E M) 
Notice that an associative loop is a group. 
Let M and M’ be loops. A set transformation f: M + AT is called a homomorphism if 
f(a.b) = fYa).f(b) for all u, b in M. A subloop of M is a subset of 1M which is itself a loop 
under the multiplication on M. A subloop N is called normal in &f if there exists a loop M * 
and a homomorphism f: M -+ M’ which kernel iV. A subset S of 44 is called fl(l/y character- 
istic ifj’(S) c S for every endomorphismf’of M. 
Loop theory differs from group theory in that fully characteristic subloops need not be 
normal. However, the following results are proved in [2]: 
(i) The union of a family of normal subloops of a loop IV is a normal subloop of M. 
(2.2) 
(ii) IfNis normal in Mandf: M -+ M’ is a homomorphism, thenf(N) is normal inf(nci). 
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(iii) If N is normal in M and K is a subloop of M/N, then K = L/N where L XJ N is a 
unique subloop of M. Further, L is normal in M if and only if K is normal in M/N. 
Let M be a loop. The centre Z(M) of M is the set of x in M satisfying x.a = a*x, 
x(a.6) = (x+0)6, a(x.6) = (u*x)b, u(6.x) = (u.6) x f or all u, 6 in M. The centre Z(M) is a 
normal subloop of M. For any loop M the upper central series of M is defined inductively by 
(2.3) 2, = e, Zi/Zj_ 1 = Z(lz/r/Zi_,) (i = 1, 2, . . . ), 
where Zi is the unique normal subloop of M provided by (2.2 iii). 
M is called centrally nilpotent of class n if Z, = M but Z,_, # M. 
Let N be normal in M. Denote by S(N) the set of all x in M which satisfy an equation 
of one of the following forms, 
(2.4) u(c.x) = c.u, (c.x)(u.b) = (c.u)b, u((c.x)b) = (u.c)b, (u.b)(c.x) = ~(6.4 
where a, 6 E M and c E N. Clearly S(N) c N. Let K and N be normal subloops of M such 
that K c N. Bruck proves the lemma (p. 272 of [2]): 
LEMMA (2.5). N/K c Z(M/K) ifand onZy ifS(N) c K. 
Let e = K, c Kl c . . . c K,, = M be an ascending chain ‘of’ normal subloops of M. 
Such a chain is called a proper central series of M if 
(2.6) Ki/Ki- 1 cZ(M/Ki_,) (i = 1, 2, . . . , II). 
n is called the length of the series. Using (2.5), condition (2.6) becomes 
(2.7) S(h’i) c Ki- 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). 
Therefore Ki c Zi, and so if Mpossesses a proper central series of lengthn, then M is centrally 
nilpotent of class <n. Iff: M --) M’ is an epimorphism then S( f (Ki)) c f(Ki_,). Hence if 
M is centrally nilpotent of class <n, then so is any homomorph of M. 
The nucleus ,4(M) of M is the set of x in M such that x(u.6) = (x*u)b, u(x.6) = (u*x)b, 
u(b-x) = (u.6)~ for all a, 6 in M. ,4(M) is a subloop of M. We use (2.2(i)) to define Z,(M) 
as the largest normal subloop of M contained in A(M). Replacing Z by Z,., in (2.3) we obtain 
the concept of nuclear nilpotency. 
Let S,(N) c S(N) be the set of all elements x in M which satisfy an equation of one 
of the following forms, 
(2.8) (c.x)(u.b) = (c.u)b, u((c*x)b) = (u*c)b, (u.b)(c.x) = u(6.c) 
where u, 6 E M and c E N. Replacing Z by Z,, S by S,, and the adjective “central” by 
“nuclear”, we obtain the theory of nuclear nilpotency corresponding to (2.5), (2.4) and 
(2.7). 
In $5 we shall be concerned with a loop M having a chain of normal subloops e = 
r. c I-“_1 c . . . c I1 = M, such that 
(i) s(ri> C ri+ 1 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n - l), 
(2.9) 
(ii) sZi> c ri + 2 (i = 1, 2, . . . , n - 2). 
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Then M is centrally nilpotent of class <n - 1 and nuclearly nilpotent of class <[n/2]. 
$3. The Collecting Process 
Let 9 denote the set of non-empty subsets of I = [1,2, . . . , n], where n is a given positive 
integer. Elements of 9 will be denoted by lower case Greek letters a, /I, . . . , and we write 
r = (aI, al, . . . , a,) where the ai are the ordered elements of a. 9, together with the lexico- 
graphic ordering derived from the “alphabet” I, is a simply ordered set. Notice that if 
~;(np= $,thencc<pifandonlyifau, <,B1. 
Let F denote the free group on the symbols x,, ys (CL, p E 9). The basic commutators 
of F are defined below by induction on their weight. They are elements of F and with each 
is associated a set a E 9. 
(3.1). The basic commutators of weight 1 are the generators x, and yJ. a and B are the 
sets associated with x, and ys. A basic commutator of weight m (> 1) is any element of F 
of the form [c, c’) ,where c and c’ are basic commutators of weight <m with weight c + 
weight c’ = m. The set associated with [c, c’] is c( u a’, where a and a’ are the sets associated 
with c and c’. 
We study strings 
where ci is a basic commutator with associated set ai. Such a string is said to be in collected 
form if a1 < a2 < . . . < a¶. In general a string will have a collected part cl *c2 * . . . =c~-~ 
with ax < a2 < . . . < apS1, and an uncollected part c~*c~+~ * .. . . cq with cP < apvl. By 
a step in the collecting process we mean the replacement of cI * c2 * . . . . c~_~ *cp- . . . . cq by 
(3.2) 
C1’C2’ . . . ‘cp’cp_l’ . . . ‘Cq if ape1 nap # 4, 
C1’C2’ . . . ~cPcp-l[cp-l, cp]. ..* ‘Cq if a p-l,.p= 4. 
The collecting process is an iteration of this procedure. cp remains the leading term in the 
uncollected part until, after at most p - 1 steps, it is collected. The next stage is to collect 
the commutators created in the wake of cp. Clearly basic commutators of weight >n 
cannot be created and so the process must terminate in a collected string after a finite 
number of steps. Notice that a necessary condition for the basic commutator [Ci, cj] to be 
created is ai < ai, and that it is created in a position immediately following Ci. Therefore 
a necessary condition for [ci, [cj, c,]] to be created is c? < ai < aj. 
Let G be a group andf’: F + G a homomorphism such that 
(3.3) f(Cc, c’l> = e 
for all basic commutators c and c’ with non-disjoint associated sets. Then the collecting 
process does not alter the element of H = F/kernelf represented by a string. The collecting 
process described here is similar to that of Hall (Chapter 11 of [6]); however it should be 
stressed that our ordering of commutators is different from his. 
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Denote by flxa the string consisting of all the ,r, in collected form. Similarly let fly, 
a& at/ 
denote the collected string of all the y,. We collect the string 
(3.4) Iv= (r&)(rJYJ. 
A normal commutator is a basic commutator of the form 
(3.5) [&Q [G-l , c ... C&I, Y,ol ... l-j], 
where the sets ri are mutually disjoint and satisfy a0 < zr < ar-i < . . . < ai. For con- 
venience we define x, and y, to be normal commutators. The product of all normal 
commutators is a well-defined element of F module kernelf. So it defines an element 
zz E H. 
THEOREM (3.6). The string W and the collected string W’ = fizz represent the same 
aa 
element oj’H = F1kerneI.f. 
Proof. (a) First we prove that only normal commutators are created in the collection 
of W. The last term in the collected part of W is x,, and the first term in the uncollected 
part is yl. Therefore the first step in the collecting process creates the normal commutator 
[s,, yl]_ Assume inductively that t steps in the collecting process yield a string W, = cl *c2- 
. . ‘cp_l’cp’... .cq of normal commutators, where cP is the leading term in the uncollected 
part of W,. Let c( and p denote the associated sets of cP_l and cP. Then c( > /I and we may 
as well assume u n /? = 4. By (3.2), if a commutator enters the collected part of the string 
at any step, then it can never subsequently become the leading term in the uncollected part. 
Therefore cP # xa. So c,, involves a y,, and from the form of (3.5), 6, = pi. Suppose cP_i 
involves y,. Then y, = aI by (3.2). So y > 6 since a > p. Therefore y, and created com- 
mutators involving ya will all be collected before y7 and created commutators involving yr. 
Hence cP _ 1 = xa, since cP-i cannot involve y,, and so [c,_,, cP] is a normal commutator. 
(b) We now show that all normal commutators arise. This will complete the proof, 
since it is clear that the same normal commutator cannot be created more than once in the 
collection of W. Clearly all normal commutators of weight 1 arise. Consider a normal 
commutator [x,, ys]. x, precedes ys in W, but since /I < u, ys precedes x, in W’. Therefore 
at some step in the collecting process, x, and ya are interchanged with the creation of 
[x~, ya]. Suppose inductively that all normal commutators of weight r are created 
(2 < r < n). Consider a normal commutator of weight r + 1, as given by (3.5). It has the 
form [x,~, c], where c is a normal commutator of weight r. Let c be created at the t”’ step, 
r-l 
so w, = X~‘...‘X’,r’...‘X,,-,c~...~y”. But as U ai < ci we can repeat the argument used 
i=O 
for weight 2 commutators to show that lx.,-, c] is created. 
When n = 3 a similar method may be applied to a loop. Let a, b, c be elements of a 
loop M. We define 
(3.7) 
the commutator [a, b] = 5 where a.b = {b.a}T, 
the associafor [a, b, c] = o where (a* b)c = {a(b*c)}a. 
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Let F denote the free loop on the symbols x,, ya, where a and fi range over the set 4 o 
non-empty subsets of 11,2, 31. Using (3.7), the basic commutators may be defined by (3.1). 
We also introduce basic associators. These are elements !ci, cj, cJ of F, and with each such 
element is associated the set ui v ai v $, where c, is either xzr or y,,. A string ci . c2. . . . - cq 
of basic commutators and basic associators, together with a bracketing, represents an 
element of F. It is said to be in collected form if a1 < a2 < . . . < aq, where a’ is the set 
associated with ci, and the product is evaluated by multiplying the ci in order, that is, they 
are bracketed 
( . . . ((c, . c*)c3)c4 . . . )c,. 
Let M be a loop and f: F + M a homomorphism such that 
(i) f([c, c’]) = e if the sets associated with c and c’ are not disjoint, 
(3.8) (ii) f([c, c’, c”]) = e if the sets associated with c, c’ and c” are not pairwise disjoint, 
(iii) f([a.a', b c]) = f([u, b, c])*f([a’, b, cl), for all a, a’, b, c in F, 
with similar expansion formulae for the second and third variables. 
It is the possible to collect W module kernelf. The details are tedious and we only note the 
result. Let 
2, = 
II 
-x,y, if [a] = 1 
x,Y,[%i* Ye,1 if a = (ai, CL~) 
x~,,,,,~Y~,*,,,,tx(2,~~, YdX2, II%, Y,lIlI% Y~1.2,lCXZ~ Y~1,3JCX2, x3, YJ 
c%*Y,, x3, Y,lCX,, Yi, %.YJ-*c% 1’17 Y21-1cx.,v Y2, YJ’b,.Y,, Yz, +I-’ 
_if ci = (1,2, 3). 
THEOREM (3.9). The strings W = nx (,., =) (gy.) and W’ = &= represent the some 
element of F/kernel f. 
$4. Loop Extensions and Identical Relations 
Let M and N be loops. A loop G is called an exrension of N by M if there exists a short 
exact sequence of homomorphisms 
(4.1) e+NAG%M-+e 
G is called a central extension if I(N) c Z(G). A n extension G’ of N by M is called equivalent 
to G if there exists a homormophism f: G’ + G (called an equivalence) which completes 
the commutative diagram 
G 
(4.2) 
Then f must, in fact, be an isomorphism. 
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Let G be a central extension of N by A4 as in (4.1). Let v: M --t G be a set transformation 
such that v(e) = e and p 0 v = 1. Define the set transformation m : A4 x M -P N by 
m(Q, a’) = b, where V(Q). ~(a’) = v(a .a’). J(b). Denote by G’ the set A4 x N together with 
the binary operation 
(4.3) (a,b) * (a’,b’) = (a * Q', b * b’ 'm(Q,Q')) (a,a’EM,b,b’EN). 
LEMMA (4.4). G’ is a centraZ extension of N by M which is equivalent to G. f: G’ -_) G 
defined by f(a, b) = v(a). J(b) is an equivalence. 
(4.4) is a trivial generalization of the corresponding result on group extensions (p. 125 of 
U11). 
Next we look at a particular type of extension. Let A, B and N be abelian groups, 
and let G be a group which is an extension of N by A4 = A @ B. Then G is called a semi-split 
extension if there exist homomorphisms p : A -rG,q:B+Gsuchthatpo(p-q)=l. Using 
standard arguments in group extension theory it is straightforward to prove the 
lemma : 
LEMMA (4.5). The equivalence classes of central semi-split extensions of N by A @ B 
ure in (1, I)-correspondence with elements of Horn (A @I B, N). 
Finally, we discuss the subject of identical relations in a loop M. Let A, B, and C be 
subsets of M. Denote by [A, B] and [A, B, Cl the normal subloops of M generated by the 
sets I[[Q, b]1] and [[a, b, c]j respectively (a E A, b E B, c E C). Suppose that M has an ascend- 
ing chain of normal subloops 
(4.6) e = IY4 c r3 c lY2 c l-r = M 
such that [ri, lYj] c lYi+j and [ri, rj, l-k] c ri+j+k. Then associators and three-fold 
commutators are contained in Z(M). For convenience we write Z(M) additively. 
. Let 
@(a, b, c) = CQ, b, cl -t Cb, c, al+ Cc, Q, 61, 
@(a, b, C> = [[Q, bl, cl’+ [Lb, cl, a] + [[c, Q], b], (a, b, c E M) 
The next lemma generalizes the Jacobi congruence for groups (p. 83 of [19]). 
LEMMA (4.7). Let M satisfy (4.6). Then @(a, b, c) = @(a, b, c) - O(c, b, a). 
LEMMA (4.8). Let M be a commutative loop satisfying (4.6). Then (Q) @(a, b, C) = 0, 
(6) [a, 6, c] + [c, b, al = 0. 
proof. The method is to start with an element w1 E M and apply to it a cycle of opera- 
tions which leave wI unchanged mod Z(M). We write wI = w2 -zl and generally wi_r = 
Wi'Zi-l, where ti EZ(M) (i = 1, 2, . ..). Suppose that w,+~ = wr. Then 
WI =(_..((wi.zm).zm-r).zm-2...).zI = w, .(zm’z,_l ‘Z,-z’... ..z~). 
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Therefore z,~z,_1~z,_2~...~z1 = e. The relations of (4.7) and (4.8) may be generated in 
this way, For (4.7) start with 
w1 = a(6.c) = {(u*b)c}*z, z1 = [a, b, cl-’ 
w2 = (a.b)c = {(b*u)(c*[a, b]))-z, ~2 = Ku, bl, cl 
~3 = {(b(a*Na, bl}-3 ~3 = Cb, 0, cl 
w4= {((Wa)Ka, cl*Ca, bl)}.~4 z4 = [b, c, a] -l 
ws = {(W)a)(Ch cl-Ca, c1.C~ 0)-z, ~5 = Kb, cl, ~1 
was = {(c(W)Kb, cl*Ca, c1.C~ 61))~zcj. ~6 = Cc, b, al 
~7 = {((c*GNh cl*Ca, cl>) '~7 z7 = Cc, a, b]-’ 
w8 = {((~~c>b)(C~Jl>)~z8 z8 = [CC, al,bl 
wg = {(&+))Cb, cl)-, zg = Co, c, bl 
WlO = a(6.c) = wr. (4.7) follows from the relation zg*z8* ..:zr = e 
Suppose now that M is commutative. 
wr = (a.6)~ = (u(b.c)}*z, zi = Cu, b, cl 
w2 = a(6.c) = (6.c)~ = {b(c-a)}.~, zz = C6, c, cl 
w3 = b(c*u) = (c*u)b = {c(a.b))*z, ~3 = Cc, a, bl 
w4 = c(a.b) = (a.6)~ = wl. This generates the first relation of (4.8): 
Starting again with 
w1 = (a.6)~ = {u(b.c)}*z, zl = Cu, 6, cl 
w2 = a(6.c) = (c.6)~ = {c(b.u)}.z, ~2 = Cc, 6, al 
w3 = ~(6.a) = (~06)~ = wr. This generates the second relation of (4.8). 
$5. Proof of (1.1) and (1.2) 
Let X be a space with basepoint x0. Denote by T,(X) c X” the set of those n-tuples 
( Xl, x2, .*a , x,) having Xi = x0 for some i. Let An : X -+ X” denote the diagonal map, 
j,, : T,(X) -+ X” the inclusion map, and qn : X” + X”/T,(X) the natural projection. 
Let K be a locally finite, pathwise-connected, CW-complex. Following [3], we write 
cat K 6 n if there exists a map Q, : K + T,(K) such that j,,+ N A,,, 
(5-l) 
wcat K < n if q,d, is nul-homotopic. 
Clearly if cut K < n then wcat K < n. 
Let A be an H-space with basepoint ao. (We refer the reader to $1 of [IO] for the 
definition of H-spaces, homotopy-commutative multiplications and homotopy-associative 
multiplications.) Let K be a space with wcat K < n. Then n(K, A) = n(K, B), where B c A 
is the pathwise component of uo. Therefore by James’ theorem ((1.1 of [lo]), n(K, A) is a 
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loop. Let A, and j, induce A: : x(K’, A) --) n(K, A) and j: : rc(R’, A) -+ IQ,(K), A). We 
define 
(5.2) lYs = A:(kernel k:) (s = 1, 2, . . . ). 
A: is an epimorphism and so, by (2.2(n)), Ts is a normal subloop of n(K, A) = II-r. 
Denote by w, : (K”, T,(K)) + (K’+l, T”(K)) the map defined by ws(xl, x2, . . . ,x,) = 
(x,, Xl, x2, ... > 4. 
i', 
7W, 4 --+ 70x3, 4 
A:J W. 
r 
t 
(5.3) ~(K,~) ’ 
w*s 
&:I ?\ i’s+ 1 
7C(Ks+ 1, -4 -+ a-s+ IW), 4 
(5.3) is a commutative diagram. Therefore r,+, c JYs (s = 1, 2, . ..). 
We now show that S(T,) c lYs+r and S,(r,) c l?s+2. It is no more difficult to show 
that x E r,+r, where a(c*x) = c-u and a E r,, c E r,. Choose a’ E n(Kr, A) and c’ E TI(K*, A) 
such that jT(a’) = jT(c’) = e and A:(a’) = a, A,Y(c’) = c. Let I: K’+ A, h : KS + A be 
representatives of a’ and c’ such that j(T,(K)) = IQ,(K)) = 00. Write r + s = U. Let 
fr = j-0 pr and h, = h 0 pd, where pr : K” + K’ denotes the retraction onto the first r factors 
of K”, and ps : K” + K” denotes the retraction onto the last s factors of K”. Then 
(5.4) fr.hr = hr*fr on T, (K) 
So if a,, c1 E rt(K”, A) are the classes offi and hl, then A:(ar> = a, A:(c,) = c and j,*(a, *cl> 
= j,*(c, ear). Let x1 E rr(K”, A) be defined by ul(cl *x1) = cl *a,. Then j:(x,) = e and 
A:(xJ = x. Therefore x E r.. 
Now let b E Tt and let y be defined by (u*b)(c.y) = u(b.c). Let g : K’-t A be a repre- 
sentative of b’ such that g(T.(K)) = uo, where A:(b’) = b, and let f and h mean the same 
as before. Write r + s + t = u. Let fi = f 0 pr, g1 = g opr, h, = h ops, where pr, ps and 
p, now denote the retractions of K” onto the first r factors, the middle s factors and the fast 
r factors respectively. Then 
(5.5) fI(g,*V = (fi*sJhI on UK). 
SO if a,, b,, cl E TC(K", A) are the classes offI,, gl, h,, then A,*(q) = (I, A&) = b, A,*(q) = c 
andj,*(a,(b,.c,))=j,*((a,.b,)c,). Let y1 ~71(K",A)bedefinedby(a,.b,)(c~'y~) = u,(b, .c,). 
Thenj(,*yl) = e and A:(y,) = y. Therefore y E TV. Since TV is normal in rc(K, A), it follows 
that if z E x(K, A) satisfies either (c*z)(u*b) = (c.u)b or u((c.z)b) = (u.c)b, then z E r,. 
Finally let d E I’,, be represented by f 0 A,,, where f : K”-+ A and f(T,(K)) = uo. f 
determines f # : K”/T,(K) --f A such that f = j' # 0 qn. Since wcut K < n, q, o A, is nul- 
homotopic and so j’o A,, is also nul-homotopic. Therefore d = e. This completes the proof 
of (1.1). 
Suppose now that cut A d n. A x A is a CW-complex, and so, by theorem 1 of [lg], 
the map p : A x A + A x A cWmd by p(x, V> = (x-y, y) is a homotopy equivalence. 
Hence the proof of (1.1) of [lo] goes through with K replaced by an arbitrary space X. 
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Let a,, a,, . . . , a, E x(X, A). These elements may be regarded as the components of 
an element p E n(X, A”). pinduces a homomorphism p* : n(Am, A) ---t x(X, A). If bi E n(A”,A) 
is the class of the projection onto the ifh factor then p*(6,) = ai. So p*(n(A”, A)) is a sub- 
loop of X(X, A) containing ul, at, . . . , a,. 
By a result of Bassi in $9 of [4], if cut A < n then cut A” < n(m - 1) + 1. By (l.l), 
rt(Am, A), and hence p*(rr(A”, A)), is centrally nilpotent of class <n(m - 1) and nuclearly 
nilpotent of class < [(n(m - 1) + 1)/2]. This establishes (1.2). 
We close this section with a brief discussion of the nilpotency of n(K, A), when K is a 
product of positive dimensional spheres. Let K = S, x S, x . . , x S,, and let e, E S, denote 
the basepoint. Following G. W. Whitehead in 92 and $3 of [ 171 we consider the subcomplexes 
K, c K defined by 
(5.6) K,=[(x,, X2, a**, x,) &IX, # e, for at most f values of 31 
Let 0 < r - 1 < m < n, and let j,” : K,_ 1 + K, denote the inclusion map. Let 
(5.7) rr = kernel jr*, 
where jT* is induced by j,“. Then e = I:+i c I: c . . . c rl; = n(K,, A). The proof of 
the following lemma is similar to the proof of (1.1). It embodies the central and nuclear 
nilpotency of n(K, A). 
LEMMA (5.8). Let 1 < r, s, I < m < n. Then [l-y, lI;] c I?:+, and [I;, I;, l?:] c r;+s+,. 
MAPPINGS OF PRODUCTS OF SPHERES 
$6. The Set Structure of n(K, A) 
Let K = S, x S, X . . . x S, be a product of positive dimensional spheres. The sub- 
complexes Ki c K form a filtration k, = K, c Kl c . . . c Kn = K. Let I denote the set 
11, 2, ... 3 n], and 4 the set of non-empty subsets of I. Define L, = [(x,, x2, . . . , x,) E 
K/xi = ei for i 4 al (a E 3). Then Ki = lJ L,. Let Qi = Ki/Ki_l and M, = LJL, n Ki_l 
jal=i 
where Ial = i, (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). 
We have a sequence of loops and homomorphisms 
(6.1) n(Qi, ~) ~ n(Ki, A) ff: TL(K~_ 1, A) 
where Ai is induced by the natural map Ki + Qi and /li is induced by the inclusion Ki_ 1 + Ki. 
By the homotopy extension theorem, (6.1) is exact at n(K,, A). Therefore Ai(rr(Qi, A)) = 
kernel pi = lYi in the notation of (5.7). By (5.8), 
(6.2) i-b(Qi, A)) c Z(n(Ki, A)) (i = 1, 2, . . . ) n). 
Let P be any CW-complex and Q c Pa subcomplex. Let (R, S) denote the pair obtained 
from (C, P) by shrinking Q to a point, where C is the cone on P. In $3 of [IO], James 
describes Q as retractile in P if S is contractible in R. Let f : P -+ X be a nul-homotopic map 
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which is constant on Q. If Q is retractile in P, thenfis nul-homotopic (rel Q). By (3.1) of 
[IO], Ki_l is retractile in Xi and so 
(6.3) hi is a monomorphism (i = 1, 2, . . . , n), 
De~er~:Kj-rL,byr~(x-,,x, ,..., x,)=(yl,yz ,..., y,)wherey,-.r,ifsEaand 
ys = e, ifs 4 a. Let 
(6.4) I., : 7c(M,, ‘4) -+ n(K,, A) (iE1, aE9) 
be induced by the composition of r-6 with the natural map L, + M,. Using (3.1) of [lo] 
again, 2: is a monomorphism if I*/ < i. Generally we have the relation 
(6.5) pi0 j.: = JL-l. 
Let 9’ c 9. Suppose given a loop G, for each a E 9’. We denote by X G, the ordered 
a*#’ 
direct product loop. If [a,] is a family of elements of a loop G, we denote by n u, the 
.Ef’ 
element of G represented by the collected string of the u, for a E 9’. 
THEOREM (6.6). The transformation A : XT@!,, A) + n(K, A) given by A([uJ = 
.Ef 
!I$(%) is a (13 I)- correspondence, (a, E x(M,, A)). 
Proof: Define pi and qi as follows: 
pi : X 71(hfa:, A) + n(k’i, A), 
Iul=i 
Pi([dlj = ,j$,kX4 (i = 1,2, . . . , n> 
(6.7) qi : x n(Ma, A) -+ n(K,, A), %(14!) = ,a$w (i = 2, 3, .,. , n). 
Ial< 
If Ia1 = i the elements ni(aJ lie in Z(n(Ki, A)) and so the p, are homomorphisms. Now 
Qi = V M,, and so there exists an isomorphism Ai : X rr(M,, A) z n(Qi, A) such that 
Izl=i Ial=i 
jsi 0 Ai = pi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). Define A’ = Ai = pI, since Q, = Kr and 1, = identity. 
Assume inductively that the se:~;u<,n(M~, A) has been given a loop structure x rr(M,, A) 
I4 <r 
such that the transformation K-i : - Xrn(Ma, A) + n(K,_ 1, A) defined by A.‘-‘([uJ> = 
,JIP(%) is an isomorphism (2 < r < n). Consider the diagram 
n(Q,, A) z+ rt(K,, A) “-, n(K,_ ,, A) 
I f 2 A, 1) ,,i 2, 
x 7r(M,, A)’ \ 
?I *,_-’ 1 
w 7c(Mar A) 
IZI =r Ial -zr 
Using (6.5) and (6.7), 
Therefore 11~ is an epimorphism and so by (6.1) and (6.3) we have a short exact sequence 
e + X n(M,, A) 2 n(K,, A) -f; X n(M,, A) -+ e 
IZI=r I*I <r 
C 
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where s, = (Ar-‘)-r o p,. By (6.2), n(K,, A) is a central loop extension. q, is a set trans- 
formation satisfying q?(e) = e and s, J q, = 1. So we may use (4.4) to define an extension 
equivalent to n(K,, A) starting with the set X n(M,, A). Denote this new extension by 
12161 
_%? n(M,, A). An equivalence A’ : 
jz1&r 
,zysWz, 4 -+ W,, 4 is given by A’([GB> = qrepr- 
But G-P, = (,n,Gd)[, v U4) = n 4(aa>? since the elements ,J.,(ti,) lie in 2 (rl(K,,A)) 
if Ial = r. This complete; the inductiolllz:d the proof of (6.6). 
§7. 
If A = A”([uJ) = a, then we call the family of elements CI, E n(M,, A) the type of 0. 
The Multiplication in ?? 
Let ai, a’, . . . , as be disjoint subsets of I = El, 2, . . . , n]. They determine a homeo- 
s 
morphism h : LzI x Lz2 x . . . x L,, -+ L,, where a = IJ a”, defined by ordering the 
component spheres. Let pi be the dimension of Si and let p(a) = C pi, (a E 9). We adopt 
the system of orientations described in $1 and $3 of [7]. With this‘;onvention the degree of 
h is 
(7.1) (-I)‘, where t = t(a’, a2, . . . , a’) = zp(af)p(ar) 
and the summation is for a: > a;, i < j, (a” = (aI;,a;, . . . )). 
LEMMA (7.2). Let a, E n(M,, A), ua E n(Mg, A). Write y = a u p and m = 1~1. Then 
either a n /I # $ and [;$(a& AF(u,J] = e, or a n fi = 4 and [J,;(u,), $‘(us)] ~image 1;. 
ProojI First suppose a n /I # 4. Then by (5.8), [$(uJ, $‘(a&] E: [I;,, rbl] CT;,+ l8l 
= e. Now suppose that a n j? = 4. Then ~,([kz(u,), $(u,J]) = [E.:-‘(a,& I;-‘(cQ)]E 
I;-’ = e by (6.5) and (5.8). By the exactness of (6.9), [Jr(u,), $‘(uJJ = ,$ l;;t(cJ. Now 
m 
rz : K, + K, induces a monomorphism rz* if 1 E 1 < m such that r:*o,ly = e if E Q 6. 
Composition with t-i* therefore shows that ca = e unless 6 = a u p. 
Let a A fi = 4. Writing rt(Myr A) additively, we define 
(7.3) <a,, as> = (- I)‘cy 
where i;(c,) = [;.:(a,>, $‘(a,&], y = a u /I, and t = t(a, j3). Using (5.8) it is straightforward 
to verify that (a,, as> is a bilinear transformation and so passes to a homomorphism 
(7.4) TC(M,, A) 0 $Mg, A) + 7l(K”~, A). 
This homomorphism differs only in sign from the homomorphism in $6 of [lo]. It is trivial 
when A is homotopy-commutative. Now [,?;(a,), $(us)J-’ = [j.;(u,& J.,“(u,)] since both 
elements are contained in Z(n(K,, A)). Since t(a, j?> + t(D, a) = p(a)p@), we have the 
commutation law 
(7.5) (u,, aa> = (-f)p(z)p(8)+1(us, a,). 
Let Abe a homotopy-associative H-space. We use the homomorphisms (7.4) to determine 
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the multiplication in the group xrt(M,, A). Let Ea,J, [b,J E XJZ(M~, A), and let f: F -+ 
zd ZE3 
x(K, A) be the homomorphism defined by 
(7.6) f(x3 = G(a,), f(y3 = X(b,), (,YEJ?, 
where F denotes the free group on the symbols x1, ys. By (7.2), condition (3.3) is satisfied 
and f maps basic commutators with associated set r into the image of AI. Let f(z,) = i.:(d,). 
Then d, may be expressed as 
(7.7) n, = U, f b, + z(-l)‘<~,,, (a,,-,, ( . . . (Q, b,,) . . . >j) 
where t = t(cY, $-l, . . . , d, u’), and the summation is over all disjoint subsets CL~ satisfying 
CL0 < c? < CP-1 < . . . < c?, and G c? = CC (3.6) and (6.6) combine to give the theorem: 
i=O 
THEOREM (7.8). Let A be a homotopy-associative H-space. Then n(lS, A) is isomorphic 
to=zn(M=, A) with multiplication defined by [a,]l * [bJ = [da]. 
$8. The Non-Associative Case 
We now discuss n(K, A) when K is a two-fold or three-fold product of spheres, but no 
restriction is imposed on the H-space A. First let n = 2. Then K, = K and r: = n(K, A). 
By (5.8) [l-f, l?f,JI:] c JY: = e. Therefore z(K, A) is a group and the analysis of $7 goes 
through even though A may not be homotopy-associative. 
Secondly let n = 3. Then cat K < 4. The proof of the next lemma is similar to (7.2) 
and will be omitted. 
LEMMA (8.1). Let a, E n(Mz, A), as E n(M@, A), a, E z(MY, A). Write c( u /3 u y = 6, 
m = 161 and I = [tll + IpI + /?I. Then there exists a unique element c, E n(M,, A) such that 
[&“(a,), $‘(a,), $‘(a,)] = iy(c&lfm < 1 then cd = e. 
LEMMA (8.2). Let cat K < 4. Then the associator in n(K, A) satisfies the expansion 
formula [a* a,, b, c] = [a, b, c] .[a,, b, c], with similar jbrmulae for the second and third 
variables. 
Proof. Let j;.fi, g, h : K 4 A represent a, a,, b, c respectively. The maps U, u : KJ -+ A 
given by U(X, Y, z, t) = (j’(x) $(y))(g(z) .h(t)), 4x, Y, z, t) = (( f(x) .ft(y))g(z))h(t) agree on 
thesubcomplexL=k, x ko x Kx KUKX Kx k. x KUKX KX Kx k,. There- 
fore there exists a map w : K’ --t A such that w(L) = a, and u N v-w. By (5.1) there exists 
a map 4 : K --f T,(K) such that 
A 
K----+ K” 
is commutative up to homotopy. Let L, = k. x K x K x K, L, = K x k, x K x K, 
and let r, : K4 + L,, j,,, : L, + K4 be the retraction and inclusion maps. Since w is constant 
on L, wojo4 = w2.w1 zhere w, = woj,,,oI;,ojo~. NOW w, N w~j,,,~rm~A, so wz 
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represents [a, b, c] and wI represents [a,, 6, c]. But w oj J 4 N w 0 A. Therefore w oi o A 
represents [a, b, ~]*[a,, b, c] and [a-a,, 6, c]. 
Let CL, 8, y be disjoint elements of 9. Let a, E n(M,, A), aa E n(Mq, A), a7 E n(M,, A), 
and write 6 = a v /I u y. Writing n(M,, A) additively, we define 
(8.3) (a,, a&9, ay> = (-I)‘cd 
where cd E n(M,, A) is the unique element referred to in (S.l), and 1 = t(a, B, y). The 
trilinearity of (8.3) follows from (8.2), and so (8.3) passes to a homomorphism 
(8.4) x(M,, A) 0 r01,, A) 8 rG& A) -+ rG1,,gvlr A). 
This homomorphism differs only in sign from the homomorphism introduced in 97 of [lo]. 
It is trivial if the multiplication on A is homotopy-associative. 
Using (7.4) and (8.4) we analyse the multiplication in =TYr(M,, A). Let [a,J, l[bJ E 
X TI(M~, A). Let F be the free loop in the symbols x~, yP where a and B range over the 
.EY 
non-empty sets of [I, 2, 31. Letf: F + n(K, A) be the homomorphism defined by 
(8.5) f(G) = X(G), .!-(~a) = ~,3(b,), (S&Q? 
Then (7.2), (8.1) and (8.2) combine to show that the conditions (3.8) are satisfied. Let d, 
be the unique element of n(M,, A) withf(z,) = Al(d,). Then d, may be expressed using (7.4) 
and (8.4.) 
(1, = - 
/I 
a, + b,, if Ial = 1, 
a, + b, + (- O’<a,,> b,,> where t = [(a,, a1) = pz,p.,, if a = (c(r, aJ, 
(8.6) aor + b,(-1)PL(Pz+PJ)(a(2,3), b,) + (- l)(p1+p2)p3(a~, bC1,2j) 
+ (-1)P’P2(az, b& + (-1)P1(PZ+p3)(az, (a,, b,)) 
+ (-1) p1(pz+P3)(a2, u3, b,) + (- 1)P2pJ(a1 + bI, ax, b2) 
-(-l)p’p*(az, b,, a3 + b,) - (-1)(p1+p2)p1(a~, b,, b2) - (a,, b2, b3) 
_ - <aI + h, bz, aJ> if a = (1,2, 3) 
(3.9) immediately gives the theorem: 
THEOREM (8.7). The loop n(S, x S, x S,, A) is isomorphic to x x(M,, A) with 
.Ef 
multiplication defined by [a.]. [[baa = Ed.1. 
Following Whitehead in $4 of [17], we deduce relations between (7.4) and (8.4) from 
identical relations in M = rr(Si x S2 x S,, A). Let ai E n(Mi, A), i = 1, 2, 3. We consider 
the expressions 
O(a,, azr as) = (_l)PJP’(Ul, az, 03) + (- I)p’pZ(% 03, al> + (- I)P*Pa(u9, a,, az>, 
+(a 1, 02, a,) = (- I)p3p’<<a1, a,>, as> + (- l)p’p*<<%, a,>, ai> + (- I)P’P’<(% a,>, al>. 
By (5.8), M has a chain of normal subloops satisfying (4.6). Applying (4.7) with a = @a,), 
b = 1&), c = $(a,) gives the relation: 
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THEOREM (8.8). 
&a,, a,, ua) = B(a,, C22, UJ - (-1)PIP*+p*p3+P’P’e(u3, a,, ur>t 
Since @or, uz, uJ = 0 if M is a group we immediately deduce the corollary: 
COROLLARY. (Jacobi Identity). When A is homotopy-associative +(a,, u2, a,) = 0. 
Applying (4.8) we obtain the theorem: 
THEOREM (8.9). Let A be a homotopy-commututioe H-space. Then 
(a) B(u,, u2, 4 = 0. 
(b) <aI, u2, a3) + (- 1)P1Pz+PzPJ+pJP~(a3, a,, ur). 
99. Moufang Loops 
A loop M is called a Moufang loop if the identity 
(9.1) (u*b)(c*u) = (u(b*c))u 
holds for all (I, b, c in M. Here we prove an extension of (10.2) of [lo]. 
THEOREM (9.2). n(SP x Sq x S’, A) is a Moufung loop when cut A < 2; Let A = S”‘. 
Then m = 1, 3 or 7 since it is shown in [l] that other values of m are impossible. Taking 
p = q = r = m, we deduce the corollary: 
COROLLARY (9.3). Any multiplication on u sphere satisfies the Moufung law (9.1) up to 
homotopy. 
Let M = n(SP x Sq x S’, A), and let (I, b, c E M. As a first step in the proof of (9.2) 
we express the associator [a, b, c] in terms of the homomorphisms (8.4). By (5.Q [a, b, c] is 
in the image of IiI,2,3j. Using (8.6) and (7.5), we have [a, b, c] = $,,,,,,(tj) where 
(9.4) (- 1)‘V = (-lP’(a,, b,, cJ + (- lYq(a,, b,, cl> + (- l)qr(+, br, cz) 
+ (-1) Pq+qr+rp{(- l)‘P(u,, b2, cl> + (- l)P”(u~, b3, cz> + (- Uq’<uz, b,, c,>;, 
and EG 1b.k Ml are the types of u, b and c. 
(9.4) shows that M is a group if and only if all the homomorphisms (8.4) are trivial. 
Proofof(9.2). By (1.2) any pair of elements in M lie in a subgroup. Therefore 
(9.5) [u,b,a] = [u,u,b] = Lb,u,u] = e (u,b@f). 
Using (9.4), the condition [a, b, a] = e is equivalent to 
(- l)l’{(a,, bz, aa> + (- l)‘<a,, bz, al>] + (-l)““{<az, bsr a,> + (-War, b,, ~2)). 
+ (-l)“{<% br, al> + (- 1) ‘(a,, bl, aa>> = 0, 
where t = pq + qr + rp. Setting all the elements zero except a,, b, and u3, we obtain 
(al,ba, u3) + (- I)‘(a3, b,, a,) = 0. Similarly all the relations 
(9.6) <a,, b,, aJ + (- Vo,, b,, a,> = 0 
t The signs in (8.1) of [IO] are wrong. The mistake can be traced back to (6.2) of [lo] which is misquoted, 
since the orientation conventions adopted in [17] and [lo] do not agree. 
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can be derived, where (a, 8, 7) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3). Notice that the relations (9.6) 
and (8.9)(b) coincide (c.f. (9.2) of [lo]). The reason for this is that in a commutative loop 
(a.b)a = @*a), and so [a, b, a] = e. Therefore [a, b, u] = e in llf when either A is homo- 
topy-commutative or car A < 2. 
Starting with [a, a, b] = e and [b, u, a] = e gives 
(9.7) (a,, up, b,) = (- l)P=P~(uS, a,, by) = 0 
(9.8) (b,, up, a,} + (- l)PEPy(ba, u7, us> = 0 
where, as before, (IX, /?, r) is a permutation of (1, 2, 3), and p1 = p, p2 = 4, p3 = r. 
Let a, 6, c E M. The condition for A4 to be a Moufang loop is found as follows, using 
(5.8) and (8.2). 
((u*b)(c.u)).o = ((u.b)*c)u = {(a(b.c))u)t 
where G = [u-b, c, a], T = [a, b, c]. M is therefore a Moufang loop if and only if [b, c, a] 
= [a, b, c]. By (9.4), this may be written 
(9.9) (- l)P=Py(u,, b,, cy) = (- l)P’PB(bp, c.,, u,). 
It is easy to see that if any pair from (9.6), (9.7), (9.8) are satisfied, then so is the remaining 
condition, and so is (9.9). This proves (9.2). 
$10. Multiplications on Products of Spheres 
Let A = S, x S2 x . . . x S,, where Si is a sphere of dimension pi > 0. We require A to 
be an H-space, so pi = 1,3, or 7. To study all multiplications on A, we first consider A with 
the co-ordinate-wise multiplication which uses the classical multiplications on S’, S’ and 
S’. The projections qi : A + Si are multiplicative maps, and for any CW-complex K they 
determine a projective representation 
(10.1) q : 7T(K, A) M d n(K, Si). 
i=l 
Let K = A x A. Then K may be identified with a 2r-fold product of spheres S, x S, x . . . 
where Si is of dimension pi_, (r < i < 2r). Let I’ denote the set of positive integers 
i,?Y.. 
2 
r]landZ”theset [r + 1,r + 2, . . . , 2rJ. Let 9 denote the set of non-empty sub- 
setsof I I’ u I”, andlet 9’ c 9 consist of these subsetsufrom which a n I’ # C$ # a n I”. 
Recall that if a E 9, then p(a) = Cpi. The following result is due to Loibel [12]. 
ka 
THEOREM (10.2). The homotopy classes ofmultiplications on A are in (1, I)-correspondence 
with fumifies [&I, where USE n,(,)(Si) and i E I’, a E 9’. 
Proof. Consider the commutative diagram of sets and set transformations: 
(10.3) 
p X 4M,, 4 - --t x 7t(M,, A) x x rc(Ma, A) 
4.d 
A 1 UCI’ aci” ?? A 1 11 A 1 11 
n 
x(K, A) i n(A v A, A) w n(A, A) x n(A, A) 
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where q is induced by the inclusion A v A + A x A, p is the projection, and A is the 
(1, l)-correspondence of (6.6). Let y E x(A v A) be the class of the folding map. Then 
q-‘(v) is the set of homotopy Glasses of multiplications on A. A induces a (1, l)-corres- 
pondence between X z(&f,, A) and q-l(v). Now rc(M,, A) M x,(,,(A), since M, is homeo- 
EY’ I 
morphic to the p(z)-dimensional sphere. By (lO.l), q : npcaj (A) CZX nCpczj (Si) and so the 
proof of (10.2) is complete. i=l 
We now discuss the case A = S3. S3 together with quatemiomc multiplication is a 
topological group. First take K = S3 x S3 and let G = rc(S3 x S3, S3). Denote by 1 the 
generator of x3(S3) represented by the identity map. Then, according to $9 of [9], (1, r) 
generates n6(S3) = Z,,. Consider the multiplication m, defined in terms of quatemionic 
multiplication by 
(10.4) nt,(x-, y) = x. [x, ylJ.y. 
By (7.8) the type of m, is (I, s < 1, I >, I). Therefore (10.4) provides us with representatives 
of each of the twelve classes of multiplications on S3. The inversion of m, is of type 
(I, -(s + l)(r, I>, r), and so 
(10.5) <t,t>5 = (2s + l)<r, I> 
where the suffix s indicates the homomorphism (7.4) defined with respect to m,. By (6.9), G 
is a central semi-split extension of n,(S3) by n3(S3) @ n3(S3). By (4.5) there are twelve 
equivalence classes of such extensions. However from (10.5), only six of these classes are 
attained by varying the multiplication on S’. 
Finally we derive an expression for (I, I, r)*. (1, I, r), = 0 is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for m, to be homotopy-associative. We work in the group x(S3 x S3 x S3, S”). 
Let f,, gs : S3 x S3 x S3 -+ S3 be the mappings defined by fs(x, y, z) = m,(m,(x, y), z), 
gs(x, y, z) = m,(x, m,(y, z)). The types off, and gs may be found using (7.8). 
f, is oftype(b s+, r>, sY(b I>, r>, 41, I>, I, s<b r>, 1). 
(10.6) 
9, is of type (1, s(r, I), -s(s + 2)((r, r), I>, s<r, I>, 1, s<l, I>, 1). 
Therefore 
(10.7) (!,I, 1)s = 2s(s + L)<(r, r>, r>. 
From the Jacobi identity (8.8), 3((r, r), r) = 0, but ((I, z), I) # 0. So (I, I, I)~ = 0 if and 
only ifs = 0 or 2 (mod 3). This is a result of James in $1 of 191. 
$11. Multiplications on S3 x S3 
Let A = S3 x S3. A is a topological group, the multiplication being co-ordinate-wise 
quaternionic multiplication. Let K = A x A. Then by (10.1) q : x(K, A) M n(K, S3) x 
n(K, S3), where q(u) = (ql(a), q,(a)). Let pi E n(K, S3) be the classes of the four projections 
K ---) S,. We describe a class a E x(K, A) of multiplications on A as algebraic if ql(u) and 
q2(a) are contained in the subgroup of n(K, S”) generated by pI, pz, p3 and p4. 
It is proved in $4 of [15] that n,(S’) = Z, and in [16] that n,,(S3) = Z, 0 Z,. There- 
fore by (10.2) there are 2” x 3r6 classes of multiplications on S3 x S3. 
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THEOREM (11.1). 2r6 x 3l 6 classes oj‘multiplications on A are algebraic. Of these classes, 
21g x 33 are homotopy-associative and the reinainder are not. 
We iirst prove the lemma: 
LEMMA (11.2). The homomorphisms (7.4): n,(S3) 8 nlz_ ,(S3) + 7rlz(S3) are trivial 
for r = 3, 6 and 9. 
Proof. By virtue of the commutation law (7.4) we need only consider the cases r =6 
and 9. The elements I, (I, 1) and ((1, I), I) generate the groups x3(S3), z6(s3) and n,(S 3 
respectively. Therefore it will be enough to show that the elements ((I, I), (I, I)) and 
(((I, I), I), I) in 7cr2(S3) are both zero. BY (7.5), 2<<r, z>, <I, r>> = 0, and by (8.8), 
3 ((I, I), I) = 0, and so 3 (((I, z), I), I) = 0 also. Now apply (8.8) with aI = I, a2 = z, 
a3 = (I, I). Using (7.5), the result of this may be written ((I, r), (I, I)) + 2 (((I, I), )i, I) 
= 0. Therefore 3 ((I, z), (I, z)) = 0, and so ((I, z), (I, z)) = 0. But in that case 
2 (((I, z), I), I) = 0 and therefore (((I, z), z), z) = 0. 
It follows from (7.8) and (11.2) that rc(K, S3) splits up into a direct product 
(11.3) x(K, S”) M { x n(M,. S’)} x n(Mfl, S3) 
14<3 
where /3 = (1,2, 3,4). 
The elements pi all have trivial components in n(Mg, S3) M rrll(S3). Therefore there cannot 
be more than 216 x 3r6 classes of multiplications which are algebraic. 
Let si and t, be integers (i = 1, 2, . . . , 8). Consider the multiplications m = m([si, tJ) 
on S3 x S3 defined in terms of quaternionic multiplication as follows: 
m(xr, x2, x3, x4) = (w,(x,, x2, x3, x4), WAxi, x2, x3, x,)) where 
w1 = x,ccx,, 4, $1, 4s2L-~1, x.31SJ[C~1, x31, xJT-~1, ~41SSC~2, x31- 
rcx,, x31, xJslL-~*, x41S8x3 
(11.4) W* = [II%, x,1, X31f1[CX1, x.21, xJ2[~1, x31ycx1, x31, xJ’Cx1, xJfs~~c~z, X31f6 
ccx,, x31, xJ’Cx29 xJ8~4. 
Using (7.8) we compute the type of IV, and W,. For brevity we shall omit the generating 
elements I, (I, I) and ((1, z) ,z) when writing out types. For example, ‘~~(1, 3, 4)’ will 
mean 
c%<<k I>, z> ~704(,,3,,,, 4’. 
WI is of type -l(l) ; l(3) ; s,(l, 3) ; s,(l,4) ; s,(2, 3) ; s,(2,4) ; 
II _s,(l, 2, 3); s,(l,2,4); s,(l, 3,4); s,(2, 3,4);0 otherwise. 
(‘le5) IV, is of type -l(2) ; l(4): t3(1, 3) ; t,(l, 4) ; t6(2, 3) ; ts(2, 4) ; 
II _tl(l, 2, 3) ; t2(1, 2,4) ; t4(1, 3,4) ; t7(2, 3,4) ; 0 otherwise. 
Therefore there are 216 x 3r6 algebraic c la ses s of multiplications, thus proving the fist 
part of (11.1). 
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For the remainder of the proof we work with the group n(A x A x A, A). The proof 
is tedious and we shall omit the details. The first step is to compute the types of the mappings 
f, g : A x A x A + A defined by 
f(xi, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) = m(m(xi, x2, x3, x-4>, -5, x6) 
w-6) 
9(x,, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6) = m(x,, x2, nG3, x4, x5, x6)). 
Then m is homotopy-associative if and only if rypef = type g. This gives rise to sixteen 
congruences (mod 3). However the variables si and ti for i = 1,2,4 and 7 can be eliminated. 
Writing s = s5 + s,+ t = s5 + sg, the congruences become 
2& + 1) = t,s = 0 t3(2s + 2t, + 1) + t(t + s3 + 2) = 0 
(11.7) 2t,(t, + 1) + s,t E 0 1 s,(2t + 2s3 + 1) + s(s + ts + 2) = 0 1 
f3(2s3 + t + 1) 3 0 
2s,t, + st = 0. 
s,(2t, + s + 1) = 0 1 
For the moment let us suppose that the variables in (11.7) are integers mod 3. Then there 
are 24 solutions. From this it is easy to see that the original congruences have just 21g x 33 
solutions, where the variables si and ti are integers mod 3 if i = 1,2,4 and 7, and are integers 
mod 12 if i = 3, 5, 6 and 8. 
It is interesting to note that the solution of (11.7) given by t = t, = sg = 0, s = s3 = 1, 
t, = 2, gives rise to a homotopy-associative multiplication on S3 x S3. But, by (10.7), it 
determines a multiplication on the first factor which is not homotopy-associative. 
$12. Realizability of Groups 
We briefly consider the question: given a group G, when does there exist a pathwise- 
connected topological group A and a CW-complex K such that 
(12.1) n(K, A) w G. 
Not all groups are realizable in this way, although the method used only detects groups 
which are not locally nilpotent. 
Let F,, denote the free group on the symbols yl, y2, . . . , yn, and write H,, = FJF,,, FJ. 
Let zi = q(yJ where q : F,, + H, is the natural epimorphism. If a,, a2, . . . , a, are elements 
of a group G and w E F,, then we define ~(a,, a2, . . . , a,) = f(w) E G, where f : F, + G is 
the unique homomorphism such thatf(yJ = ai (i = 1, 2, . . . , n). We consider a particular 
class of words 
(12.2) W,= 
h 
WoF.IV(W)=iilai . 
I 
If G is an abelian group and w E W,, then ~(a,, a,, . . . , a,) = i a,. 
i=l 
THEOREM (12.3). Let A be a pathwise-connected topological group and K a C W-complex. 
Let a,, a2, . . . , a, E x(K, A) and w E W,. Then the equation w(al, a2, . . . , (I,-~, x, u,+~, . . . , a,) 
=a, has a unique solution x E n(K, A). 
Proof. We suppose r = 1; the other cases may be treated similarly. Let p : A” + A” be 
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the map defined by p(,~i, x2, . . . , x,) = (w(xl, x2, . . . , x,), x2, x3, . . . , x,,). Then for any 
space X we have a commutative diagram 
(12.4) 
n(X, A”) 2 x(X, A”) 
11 I 4 11 I 4 
rc(X, A)” 4 n(X, A) 
where q is the projective resolution of (10.1) and k,(a,, at, . . ., a,) = (w(q, a2, . . . , a,), a2, . . . , a,). 
First set X = S’(r = 1, 2, . ..). By(12.2), k,(a,, a2, . . . , a,,) = 
( 
f: Ui, u2, a3, . . . , (I, .SO k-is 
i=l ) 
a (1, 1)-correspondence, and therefore, by (12.4),p induces isomorphisms p+ : n,(P) + n,(A”) 
(r = 1, 2, . ..). By(16.3) of [14],p, is a (1, 1)-correspondence when Xis any CW-complex K. 
Hence 
(12.5) k, : n(K, A)” --+ n(K, A)” 
is a (1, 1)-correspondence. 
Let &‘(a,, az, . . . , a,) = (x, a,, a3, . . . , a,). Then x is the unique solution of w(x, a2, a3, 
... > a,) = q. 
We use (12.3) to show that certain groups are not realizable. Clearly, (12.3) tells us 
nothing about the realizability of an abelian group. An inductive argument on the nil- 
potency class proves the lemma: 
LEMMA (12.6). Let G be a locally nilpotent group and let a,, a2, . . . , a, E G. if w E W,,, 
then the equation w(a,, a,, . . . , a,_.,, x, a,,,, . . . , a,) = a, has a unique solution x E G. 
Incidentally (12.6) yields a method of constructing quasi-groups from locally nilpotent 
groups. For let u3, a4, . . . , a, be fixed elements of a locally nilpotent group G and let w E W,. 
Then G with multiplication x 0 y = w(x, y, a3, a++, .., , a,) is a quasi-group. 
Let S, denote the symmetric group on n letters. Let D, denote the nlh dihedral group, 
D, = [x, y/x* = y” = e, yx = xy-‘JJ. Then S3 = D,. Let w(yl, yz) = Ivl, YJYIY~. Then 
w E W,. Also, w(x, x) = x2 = e, w(xy, x) = [xy, x]xyx = e in D,. Therefore S, and D, 
are not realizable by (12.3). Since S, can be embedded as a subgroup of S, for n 2 3, we 
have that S,, is not realizable if n 2 3. A similar argument may be applied to D,. D, is not 
realizable for n # 2’. When n = 2k, D, is nilpotent and so (12.3) tells us nothing. 
In conclusion we prove a result in the positive direction. Let A, B and N be abelian 
groups and let G be a central semi-split extension of N by A @ B. By (4.3, G corresponds to 
an element 5 E Horn (A @I B, IV). Further, G is isomorphic to the group G’ constructed from 
the set A x B x N with multiplication (a, b, n)*(n’, b’, n’) = (u + a’, b + b’, n + n’ + 
<(a’ @ b)). Combining the results of $4 of [13] and $8 of [S], we have that for 0 < p < q 
there exists a space X and isomorphisms pi such that 
<a&> 
n,@X) @ 7@2X) -+ 7rp+,(nx> 
(12.7) 
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is a commutative diagram. By (7.9, x(Y’ x S4, !&I’) is isomorphic to the group G” con- 
structed from the set ;r,(QX) x ;r,(QX) x zpfq (IX’) with multiplication (a, b, c). (a’, b’, c’ 
= (a + u’, b + b’, c + c’ f (a’, b)). Then C$ : G” z G’ where q5 = (9, x $z x +J, and 
so G M ;r(SP x s*, Q/Y). 
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